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The morphological dimension of planning documents: case 

study Belgrade, capital of Serbia 
 
 

Ana Niković *, Vladan Đokić **, Božidar Manić * 
* Institute of Architecture and Urban & Spatial Planning of Serbia, Bulevar kralja Aleksandra 

73/II, 11000 Beograd / Serbia. ** Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, Bulevar 

kralja Aleksandra 73/II, 11000 Beograd, Serbia. E-mail: anan@iaus.ac.rs, vdjokic@arh.bg.ac.rs, 

bozam@iaus.ac.rs. 
 

 

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present one of the main issues and tasks of the ISUF – the 

importance of introducing concepts of urban morphology to professional practice, in a systematic and 

coherent way, to achieve a better built environment - in the specific context of Belgrade. A review of 

relevant up-to-date research topics and developed concepts found in the current theoretical discourse 

presented in the Urban Morphology Journal and ISUF, such as: morphological dimension of municipal 

plans (Oliveira), the issue of boundaries (Whitehand, Larkham and Morton), the question of scale and 

key concept – block or tissue (Kropf, Samuels, Hall) will be conducted. A number of major themes in the 

agenda of the morphological debate, will be examined to establish how existing morphological criteria in 

the Master plan of Belgrade and related planning documents correspond. It was determined that the 

morphological dimension of those criteria is questionable and that the real form-based approach in 

Belgrade’s planning documents and procedures were absent which had a detrimental impact on the 

quality of physical and urban structure. It can be stated that there is a need, firstly, for a detailed 

theoretical elaboration of relevant concepts of urban morphology and then integrating them into 

planning documents and procedures in Belgrade and Serbia. The principal conclusion reached is that 

urban morphologists should have a key role in the prescription of future changes through coordination of 

design guidance, codes and plans at different scales. 

 

Key Words: Belgrade, urban morphology, urban form, planning, designing 

 

 

Introduction 

 

This paper builds on the existing researches dealing with the morphological dimension of urban 

plans in specific contexts of urban planning, the results of which are a part of contemporary 

urban morphological discourse exposed within the ISUF research database. The title of the 

paper directly refers to Oliveira’s investigation of morphological dimension of urban plans for 

the city of Porto (Oliveira, 2006), pointing to the similar method and theoretical background to 

be used in case study of Belgrade, the capital of Serbia. Linking up and building on the results 

of past researches in the field of urban morphology provides multiple contributions. On one 

hand, urbomorphological investigations offer a significant theoretical base and direction for 

improving planning practices in Belgrade. On the other hand, international framework of urban 

morphology is expanded and a number of issues are examined in the specific context of 

discontinued development of Belgrade that is thus put in relation to continuous development of 

western countries whose experiences are primarily represented within ISUF (Whitehand, 2012.).  

In Belgrade, over the past decade significant morphological changes have occurred due to 

huge pressures for increasing of building capacities, either through planning new or 

reconstructing the existing physical structure. The pressures mostly come from private investors 

driven by their economic interests, which become dominant in the decision-making processes. 

The resulting quality of the built environment is highly unsatisfactory, leading to erosion of 

character of the existing urban entities. The problem is particularly evident in the central zone of 

Belgrade which includes the historical city core, the center of New Belgrade and Zemun. In all 

these parts of the city that have different and specific historical developments, uncritical 
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interventions have been emerging not taking into consideration the existing urban forms and 

building typologies. 

The existing planning documentation for Belgrade – primarily the current Master Plan of 

Belgrade 2021 (Urbanistički zavod Beograda, 2003) which acts as the planning basis of a higher 

level compared to detailed urban plans – recognizes the significance of preservation of the 

character as well as the opening of possibilities of new development within the existing urban 

entities. However, the planning guidelines do not offer the way towards achieving these goals, 

neither can they follow and control the undergoing urban transformations. The problem lies in 

an insufficient or inadequate direction for the detailed building level, through the planning 

recommendations that neglect the aspects of the resulting urban form. The question that arises 

is: in what way would it be possible to enhance the planning documentation and consequently 

the practice, by using the concepts of urban morphological discourse and recent experiences in 

linking these theoretical concepts with the practice? The unanswered question is: what happens 

in case of successful improvement of planning documentation in this way, how to ensure its 

successful implementation, where the key role of urban morphologists in coordination of design 

guidance and codes in plans at different scales can be recognized.  

 

 

Context of the research 

 

Oliveira (2006) puts his research in the context of the attempts to integrate the urbo-

morphological methods and concepts into the practice of urban design and planning, performed 

by the members of the contemporary British morphological school – Karl Kropf, Tony Hall and 

Yvor Samuels – as co-ordinators of urban plans and studies for several settlements in France 

and England. Then, he conducts a comparative analysis of these documents to the methodology 

applied in developing the plan of the city of Porto co-ordinated by Fernando Ça who builds on 

the morphological theory of Gianfranco Caniggia. 

Introduction of the specific morphological criteria creates a methodological framework for 

protection of the existing historical and regional values, as well as for the formation of the new 

fabric. Based on the comparative analyses of the selected plans, Oliveira notices research topics 

and issues that are relevant for discussion and establishment of relation between the urban 

morphology and urban design. He especially highlights the issues of city character, typo-

morphological approach to zoning, the concern for urban tissue and levels of resolution as well 

as the question of boundaries. 

Oliveira implies the possibility of improving the content of plans by including illustrations of 

acceptable typologies of plots, buildings and architectural details based on the morphological 

analyses of surrounding sites. Although these elements are not legally binding, if taken into 

consideration during implementation, they can contribute to the quality of the built environment 

because they take into account the relation between the existing and the new urban forms, thus 

preserving the character and the continual development of the specific areas.  

 

Issue of boundary and scale – character and homogeneity.  

 

The issue of boundary represents one of the key indicators of morphological dimension of plans 

because it addresses an important planning standpoint – which area is delineated, how and why 

(Larkham and Morton, 2011, Birkhamshaw, 2006). In accordance with linking urban 

morphology and planning practice, the boundary that encompasses the subject area should be 

based on morphological analyses of urban and physical structure. It should display the scope of 

the area with the homogenous morphological characteristics for which the spatial policies, 

planning guidelines and design rules have been defined.  
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Key concept – block or tissue 

 

One of the basic interests of urban morphology in making its knowledge applicable in practice 

is the definition of the key concept. In that term, Kropf talks about urban tissue as the basic 

growth and transformation unit (Kropf, 2006, 2011.), while Hall and Samuels suggest block 

structure (Hall, 2008, McGlynn and Samuels, 2000). The concepts of tissue and block are 

related in terms that the tissue can be defined as the series of blocks of homogenous structure 

interrelated with street network. By morphological analysis of a particular area, a continuous 

expansion of a specific type of block can be identified together with its variations which 

generate the area of homogenous characteristics. This generative boundary is of special 

importance in contemporary morphological studies because, unlike the administrative 

boundaries of municipalities or designed boundary made up for the purposes of design brief, it 

recognizes morphological – intrinsic qualities of urban structure. In the Conzen’s terminology, 

the generative boundary stands for „fixation line“ (ISUF Glossary). The use of this approach in 

defining the boundary helps avoid the frequent problem of administrative boundaries 

intersecting with parts of urban areas with similar morphogenetic characteristics (Whitehand, 

2007).   

 

Planning regulations 

 

The design rules can be given explicitly, in the form of quantitative indicators which are 

obligatory for obtaining building and use permits, or implicit, in the form of qualitative 

descriptions that offer possibilities for different solutions in designing (Tieben, 2011). The way 

in which the design rules are formulated and used most directly influence the quality of the built 

environment. They link the different scales of professional activities, i.e. macro-scale of 

planning with the micro-scale of designing. 

In accordance with the theoretical discourse of urban morphology, the morphological 

dimension of planning documentation implies the presence of morphological methods and 

concepts which adress planning guidelines to resulting qualities of urban and physical structure. 

The paper is particularly concerned with the abovementioned topics in the agenda of the 

morphological debate in order to establish how existing morphological criteria in the Master 

Plan of Belgrade 2021 and related documents correspond. 

 

 

The case of Belgrade  

 

The system of planning in Serbia is similar to those in most countries that use the approach of 

comprehensive planning and principle of hierarchical linking from larger scale of 

spatial/regional plans towards smaller scale of urban plans. According to the scope of the 

subject area, urban plans have their own hierarchy to be obeyed: from master plans, via general 

regulation plans, to detailed regulation plans. The regulatory framework for the planning system 

is the Law on Planning and Construction (Zakon o planiranju i izgradnji, 2009), Rulebook on 

the Content, Method and Procedure for development of Planning Documents (Pravilnik o 

sadržini, načinu i postupku izrade planskih dokumenata, 2010) and Rulebook on General Rules 

for Land Plotting, Regulation and Building (Pravilnik o opštim pravilima za parcelaciju, 

regulaciju i izgradnju, 2011).  

According to these documents, the integral parts of both spatial and urban plans are the rules 

of regulating, building rules and graphic part of the plan. The rules of regulating contain the 

concept of urban development of characteristic zones and entities, urban and other conditions 

for regulating, building and developing public areas and infrastructure network, measures for 

protection of natural, cultural values, energy efficiency, standards of accessibility etc. The 

building rules contain the type and use of structures that can be erected in specific zones, 

permitted urban parameters, maximum building height as well as conditions for forming a 
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buildable plot, positioning of buildings on the plot, building other structures on the same 

building plot and providing the access to plots and parking lots. The graphic part of the plan 

shows the planned use, regulation and leveling, infrastructural systems, protection of the 

environment, natural and cultural goods etc. It is done on notarized underlays – cadaster-

topographic, cadastral or topographic maps or on updated ortho-photo underlays. 

The building procedure starts with the request for issuing the location permit which contains 

the information on the possibilities and limitations for building on the given plot. The 

information is excerpted from the detailed regulation plan for the subject area – if it exists. 

However, since the city territory is not completely covered by detailed regulation plans, the Law 

enables the issuing of location permits based on the planning documentation of higher degree, 

such as the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021. Although it is defined as a comprehensive strategic 

document, it contains the regulatory elements that enable the issuing of location permits for 

those parts of the city that do not have detailed regulation plans (Fig. 1)
287

. Besides, the 

comparative analysis of the planning guidelines from the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 and the 

Detailed Regulation Plans for several entities in the inner city centre show that legally binding 

elements – maximum permitted values of urban parameters – have not been reconsidered while 

developing more detailed planning documentation in order to adjust it to the specific context of 

the subject area. The domination of economic interests of private investors always dictate the 

attaining of maximum building capacity on the plot (Nikovic et al., 2012). The most common 

situation is that the maximum permitted values of urban parameters are directly and uncritically 

transferred from the Master Plan to Detailed Regulation plan. Thus, the rules of regulating and 

building rules defined in the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 often directly influence the resulting 

urban and physical structure. Therefore, it is important to question its morphological dimension, 

considering the exposed objectives, priorities and planning recommendations. It is also possible 

to assess its influence on the built environment in view of the period when it was adopted.  

 

 

Morphological dimension of Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 

 

Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 which is still in effect was adopted in 2003. Its development was 

explained by the needs of a new social system which “develops gradually and requires a new 

plan that directs its urban development”. The earlier urban plans were qualified as static because 

they didn’t provide the answer to the dynamic planning process where the priorities needed to 

be continuously re-evaluated. It is also emphasized that from the period of the 80-ies of the 20
th
 

century the loss of control over urban development occurred. It was manifested through 

different informal and illegal building activities which were taking place not only in the 

outskirts but in the central zone as well.  

The content analysis of the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 points out the goals that refer to 

the improvement of quality of the built environment. The urban development of Belgrade is 

targeted towards achieving the etiquettes such as “urbanistically regulated city”, “city of 

complex memories”, “city of unified appearance”, “connected and accessible city”. The relevant 

chapters which are further analyzed in order to find the elaboration of these objectives are as 
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 Total area covered by the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 is 77602 ha, where 84% of that is urban 

buildable land – 65185,7ha. Fig. 1 shows the scope of detailed regulation plans where: plans addopted by 

2003 include the area of 12986,4 ha, which amounts to 19,9% of urban buildable land. Plans adopted after 

2003 include the area of 5502,9 ha which amounts to 8,4 % of urban buildable land. That leads to the fact 

that about 71,7% of the urban buildable land area is not covered with detailed regulation plans, with the 

notion that for one part of this area obligation for developing detailed regulation plans is set  out by the 

Master Plan. Additional attention should be payed to the fact that the areas ’not covered’ by the plans are 

not continuous, they appear as gaps that need to be „filled-in“ and are present in all parts of the city 

including the most attractive central locations. That additionally calls upon typological approach to 

zoning and defining the urban rules according to analyses of the existing urban form.  
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follows: “Boundaries of the Plan, Spatial Entities and Zones”, “Protection of Space”, “Spatial 

Zones and Urban Entities with Same Building Rules”, “Urban instruments for implementation 

of the plan” and “Rules for Building and Renewal”. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The urban buildable land of the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 with the areas 

covered by Detailed Regulation Plans. 

 

The remainder of this paper examines how existing morphological criteria in the Master Plan 

of Belgrade 2021 correspond to the underlined urban morphology issues: the question of 

boundaries and scale of plan units, key concept – block or tissue and the way of defining the 

urban regulations. For each of these questions, we firstly describe the relevant elements from the 

plan, secondly we comment on these elements in terms of existence or absence of its 

morphological dimension, and finally give the recommendations for its adjustment to urban 

morphology. 

 

Issue of boundary and scale – character and homogeneity 

 

According to the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021, the encompassed territory of Belgrade is 

divided into 4 spatial zones: Central, Middle, Outer and Edge, that are further split into 57 urban 

entities. For each entity or group of similar entities spatial distribution and scope, as well as a 

short summary of characteristics, potentials and role of the entity in the city are given. The 

program elements are not methodologically treated in the same way in all entities, but are rather 

given in the scale of general recommendations for group of entities up to detailed guidelines for 

specific location. It is emphasized that the main operational purpose of this part of Master Plan 

is to provide a kind of program reminder for the key developmental issues in specific parts of 

the city in order to preserve its identity. At the same time, based on the graphic part of the plan 

entitled “Spatial Zones and Urban Entities with Same Building Rules“ it can be assumed that 

these urban entities should correspond to the definition of the Conzen’s ’plan unit’ (ISUF 

Glossary), i.e. they should be a part of urban areas with homogenous morphological 

characteristics and distinctive character in comparison to the surroundings. Besides, the division 

of the plan’s territory into spatial zones and urban entities (Fig.2), can lead to the conclusion 

that the urban development of Belgrade went on continuously through concentric expansion of 
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its urban and physical structure from the center towards the outskirts. However, examining of 

both of these assumptions ends up with its denial.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. The territory encompassed by the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 and its division 

into spatial zones and urban entities. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The relation of administrative and plan boundaries to the morphologically 

homogeneous entities. 
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Firstly, based on the projection of boundaries in the ortho-photo images as well as via direct 

observation, it can be noticed that within designated urban entities there are elements of urban 

and physical structure with heterogeneous morphological characteristics, and that the boundary 

between the urban entities is frequently cutting through morphologically homogenous areas 

(Fig.3). One of the explanations of this situation can be found in the plan itself, where it says 

that the boundaries are partly following the administrative borders of municipalities due to the 

use of data that are processed at the level of their statistical circles. It is denoted that therefore 

boundaries can be the subject of future changes. 

Secondly, opposed to the assumption of continuous development and concentric expansion 

of the urban territory, Belgrade’s urban development can be described as a set of fragmented 

interventions, the part of which is evidently aimed towards bypassing the legislation and 

planning guidelines. Due to illegal construction, the city has for years expanded beyond its 

limits, for the purpose of building in the cheaper zone, while the central parts remained 

undeveloped and neglected (Stojanović, 2008.) 

The Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 defines urban areas, buildings and conditions that cannot 

be subject to changes – defined as fixed elements and permanent values of the city. However, 

this part of the plan has a descriptive character and given recommendations are not obligatory. 

The protected areas are displayed in the graphic part entitled “Permanent Goods” - not in the 

main body of the plan but within the documentation basis and are not linked with the 

abovementioned division to urban entities for which specific building rules are defined. 

It can be stated that the division into spatial zones and urban entities, for which the same 

building rules are applied within the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021, should be reconsidered and 

upgraded with the urban morphological approach. The boundaries of the urban entities should 

be generated based on the morphological analysis of the subject area. The scope of the bounded 

area, i.e. its scale, should be determined by the extent of urban and physical structure with 

homogenious morphological characteristics, which give the specific character to the urban 

entity. Also, there is a need for establishing the relationship between the goals of urban design 

and aspects of physical structure, in which Hall’s investigation on the physical manifestation of 

the planning objectives can be helpful (Hall, 2008). 

 

Key concept – block or tissue 

 

Within the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 the notions of „tissue“ and the application of 

morphological criteria can be found in the chapter entitled “Typology of the Residential Tissue” 

where it is explained that the “types of residential tissue – blocks, included in this MP, are 

defined on the basis of the morphological criteria”. Accordingly, the planning guidelines for 

residential use are given on the ground of the following typologies: compact urban blocks, open 

urban blocks, individual housing blocks, suburban housing blocks and mixed urban blocks. The 

plan uses the term “residential tissue” for all plots and buildings that are intended for residential 

use with accompanying public facilities. Since the residential use covers almost 50% of the land 

intended for building, it can be concluded that proposed typological approach has considerable 

impact on urban and physical structure of Belgrade.  

If the established plan typology of residential tissue is compared to the existing built 

environment in Belgrade, one can notice numerous flaws and incoherencies between the terms 

and methods used in the plan with their meaning and application in the urban morphology 

discourse. The plan shows the tendency to link the planning guidelines with the typology of 

urban and physical structure, suggesting the type of block as the key concept. However, the 

proposed typology is too general, based on few characteristics of block structure - the way of 

grouping and the type of building within a block. Some important block characteristics as 

elements of typology are avoided. For example, according to recent morphological studies, the 

shape and the form of block indicate the possibilities of urban development (Siksna, 1997), so it 

is very important to make a distinction between compact blocks in various parts of the Central 

Zone of the Master Plan. There are important differences between small square blocks in the 
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inner city centre and huge elongated rectangular compact blocks on Savska Padina (Perovic, 

2008). According to the plan, they both belong to the same type of compact blocks in the central 

zone intended for residential use. However, their morphogenesis and the existing physical 

structure differ significantly and require different approach to planning. Also, similar conclusion 

has been reached when comparing open blocks in New Belgrade to open blocks in the Middle 

and Outer zone of the Master Plan. This kind of approach to forming the block typology, that 

doesn’t sufficiently take into account the diversities between different parts of the city, leads to 

the conclusion that the real typological approach to zoning in the plan is absent. The terms such 

as “morphological criteria” and “tissue” are used in an inconsistent manner. This terminological 

inconsistency is additionaly emphasized by using terms “housing” and “apartment” in 

accordance to the Habitat Agenda, which has completely different theoretical background.  

Morphological criteria in area descriptions and development prescriptions, as well as the 

used terminology can have proper purpose if they are used in accordance to the urban 

morphological approach and its methods and concepts. The term of “tissue” should not be 

linked to the use but to the specific urban entity and its physical characteristics that reflect the 

homogenous structure of blocks. Also, when defining the typology of blocks it is necessary to 

conduct a detailed morphological analysis that should result in producing the data on various 

developmental and physical characteristics of blocks. It is especially important to take into 

consideration the morphogenesis of blocks, shape and size of blocks, position in wider city 

entities, topography, etc. 

 

Urban planning regulation 

 

In accordance with the common legislative practice in Serbia, the Master Plan of Belgrade 2021 

uses quantitative indicators for determining the building capacity – the Occupancy Index (OI) 

and the Construction Index (CI) of a lot/block. The permitted values are assigned to specific 

locations based on the planned use, the position within the city area whether in the central zone 

or outside the central zone, and in the case of residential use, depending on the type of block. 

Other guiding indicators for detailed plan elaboration include: population density, employment 

density, users’ density, the ratio between Gross Unfolded Bulding Floor Area (GUBFA) and 

commercial use, normatives for open and green areas per inhabitant or per block area.  

Apart from determined urban indicators, parameters and regulative elements, in chapters 

referring to building rules, the Master Plan provides recommendations that are directly linked to 

the possibilities of energy efficiency, the use of alternative sources of energy, formation of 

highly standard urban spaces in terms of hygiene and ambiance, establishment of the system of 

green areas etc. However, these recommendations are not obligatory requirements to be met in 

designing procedures, as is the case with the permitted values of the OI and CI. Planning 

guidelines which refer to the elements of urban and phyisical structure directly connected with 

qualitative properties of urban space, especially spatially-experiential and visually-aesthetics 

aspects which are crucial for the city of “complex memories”, “unified appearance” etc. are not 

a decisive factor for the implementation.  

The absence of morphological criteria when conceiving the boundaries and typologies of 

urban and physical structure leads to the application of general rules in the settlements of 

different character. The application of the Rulebook on General Rules for Land Plotting, 

Regulation and Building is obligatory only if required by the planning document based on 

which the location permit is issued. In other words, modification and adjustment of these rules 

to the specific location is possible in accordance with the conclusions made based on the 

analysis of the location possibilities during the planning process, reconciliated with the higher 

level planning documentation. It is necessary to improve the regulation in terms of obligation to 

respect the specific planning and designing context, i.e. examining the effects of application of 

general rules on a specific planning area. Within the planning documents, there is an open 

possibility for including the elements which are not legally binding but can be used to the 

benefit of the good professional results in practice (Oliveira, 2006). This primarily pertains to 
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the the integrated graphic analysis (McCormack, 2013), through which different solutions of 

spatial arrangement can be examined and valued. In that way, the insufficiently analyzed 

solutions, based on overgeneralized or partial approach or one-sided interests can be alleviated, 

which consequently improves the quality of the built environment. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Theoretical solutions to the problems of relating the qualities of urban form to the planning 

practice in Belgrade which can be found in urbomorphological discourse of ISUF, have already 

been recognized in scientific investigations in the field of urbanism in Serbia (Djokic, 2007, 

2009). Additionally, it is necessary to bring closer the formerly consolidated knowledge of 

urban morphology to the professionals in practice. By applying urban morphological methods 

and concepts to plans, its morphological dimension can be achieved. In the case of the Master 

Plan of Belgrade 2021 it implies the connection of the promoted goals of character preservation 

and the identity of urban areas, to typological approach to zoning (Kropf’s definition). The 

special emphasis is given to the recommendations for improving the Master Plan of Belgrade 

2021 in accordance with urbomorphological concepts which refers to defining the following: 

the identification of area boundaries, since the existing division of territory does not recognize 

the morphologically homogeneous areas in which unified building rules are applied; the key 

concept, since the proposed typology of residential tissue is too general and does not include 

important morphological characteristics of the area as the elements of the typology; the building 

rules, which are explicitly defined in the Plan, in the form of quantitative indicators that mostly 

influence building procedures. 

In addition, urban morphology glossary should be accepted in order to use precise and 

consistent terminology in planning documents as well as in theory, thus improving the 

correspondence between theory and practice. Prior to introducing the morphological dimension 

into the planning documentation of Belgrade and real form-based approach, which can be a 

long-term process, urban morphology theory can contribute to improving planning practice 

through raising awareness with regard to the importance of interrelating the various scales of 

professional activities – planning, designing and building, as well as the possibilities that can be 

achieved by the existing planning documents. Firstly, there is a proposal to introduce plan 

elements that are not legally binding but contribute to foreseeing the effects of the 

implementation of planning guidelines in the subject area. Secondly, through education it is 

possible to affect the procedures for adopting plans and obtaining building permits to include 

the elements which are not obligatory, but are related to the quality of space that is planned and 

built. In these activities, the coordinative role of the professionals, i.e. of urban morphologists, 

is recognized, in terms of predicting future development, through coordination of planning 

guidelines and rules in plans of various scales.  
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